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Abstract  

The main reason for the campaigns, battles and massacres organized by Assyrian kings for conquering An-
atolia or at least taking the region under control has been thought to be the raw materials resources in 
Anatolia and the convenience of sea and land connections through which these raw material resources could 
be transferred. As of the beginning of 2000 BC, the policy followed by Assyria, which had been started with 
the commercial relations with Anatolia and in the period of Assyrian Commercial Colonies when mining 
reserves of Anatolia largely carried to Assyria, continued in a straight line without impeding the trade per-
formed upon the consent of Anatolian kings. Being home to establishments that were politically, economi-
cally and socio-culturally different, and losing its civilization level with the increase of mass movements, 
Anatolia was ruled by small or large kingdoms which tried to exhibit Hittite characteristics in 1000 BC. In 
this period, Assyria that gradually gained power and tried to expand with the policy of western expansionism 
turned its face towards Anatolia once again to dominate on the path from being a kingdom to becoming an 
empire and to make this permanent. Accordingly, Assyrian kings left permanent marks on the lands they 
conquered during the campaigns to Anatolia. It was aimed in this study to shed light on the triumphal col-
umns left by Assyrian kings in Anatolia after the successful campaigns by means of both philological sources 
and archeological finds.  
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1. Introduction 

Relations between Anatolia and Mesopotamia have generally been developed in search of raw 
materials or in the desire to seize the Anatolian lands and to have the permanent say in the Med-
iterranean trade. The first documents that started the preliminary history of Anatolia by shedding 
light on the Anatolian-Mesopotamian relations were the documents called šār-tamhāri meaning 
"king of war". According to these documents, Sargon (Šarru-kēn) the king of Akad (2334-2279 
BC), embarked on an expedition to Anatolia. The reason for this expedition was that the Akadian 
merchants, who lived in the city of Purušhanda in Anatolia, seeked help from Sargon upon being 
harassed by the local people. A copy of Akkadian Sargon, first written in Akkadian, which was 
written in Old Assyrian, was found as a result of Kültepe excavations and brought to the scientific 
world by C. Günbattı (Günbattı 1997:131-155). The statement in the Akkadian Sargon text "I 
divided the Amanos Mountains into two and I had a monument built in there" has been accepted 
as the first known example of the victory monuments left by the Assyrian kings in Anatolia, which 
constitute the main head of this work, as the beginning of a tradition. The relevant part of the text 
is as follows: 

                                                
1 This article is based on a paper presented at the 3rd International Conference on Social Science and Education Re-
search (ICSSER-27-29 April 2017) Rome, Italy. 
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47) … ša-du-a-am Hu-ma-nam  48) a-ší-ni-šu am-ha-ṣú-ma ki-ma  49) sí-ki-tim i-ba-ri-šu-nu ṣa-
al-mì 50) ú-ša-zi-iz… “47-50) I divided the Amanos Mountains into two and I had a monument built 
in there like a post…” 

The period of Assyrian Trade Colonies, which started in the first quarter of the second millen-
nium BC, showed that the relationship between Anatolia and Mesopotamia also developed 
through trade based on raw material resources. However, the relations between Anatolia and As-
syria became more systematic, more comprehensive and more organized in this period. (Günbattı 
2011: 252-253-Özgüç 2005- Kulakoğlu 2011:40-51). 

The cultural level of the peoples migrating to the Anatolian lands from the west during the 
Migration of Sea Peoples in 1200s BC was rather low. The destroyed central structure of Anatolia 
left its place to small kingdoms. Even though the Migration of the “Sea Peoples” influenced the 
Anatolian and Egyptian geographies in different measures, it greatly weakened or suppressed the 
great powers in this land, namely Hittite and Egypt. This made the expansion of Assyria easier, 
who wanted to dominate the land trade in Anatolia and the big sea trade in the Mediterranean by 
adopting an expansionist a policy. Assyria expansion, particularly in the ninth and eighth centu-
ries BC, was attempted to be prevented by the power of the coalitions which were founded by 
different kingdoms, lacking central authority in Anatolia. The Assyrian kings organized expedi-
tions to Anatolia in order to disperse these coalitions, which posed a serious threat to them, and 
to make their sovereignty permanent. At the end of these expeditions, they had victory monuments 
built in, often in the form of rock reliefs, as a symbol of their dominance in the land they con-
quered. 

2. Assurnasirpal II/ Aššur-nāṣir-apli (883-859 BC) 

The Assurnasirpal II, from the first years of his throne, organized expeditions to disperse 
Arami tribes, who were becoming increasingly threatening in Anatolia, to reach the southern An-
atolia and to benefit from the rich forests of the region. The Assyrian king Assurnasirpal (885-
859 BC) had a stela   (Weinfeld 1999: 137) erected on the Amanos Mountains that symbolized 
his victory after a voyage to Que, which is thought to be an evidence of the region's importance 
for Assyrians (ARAB I: 16). The Kalhu tablets, which included the records of Assurnasirpal's 
kingdom's voyages in its 1st, 5th, and the 18th years, and the Kuruh (Kurkh) Monolith, which told 
about  the 879th voyage year, made it possible to have information about the kingdoms established 
in Anatolia (ARAB I: 178).  
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Assurnasirpal II- Kurkh Monolith (British Museum) 

 
3. Shalmanesser III/ Šulmānu-ašarēdu (858-824 BC) 

From his first year on the throne, the third Shalmanesser III had the records about the expedi-
tions that he embarked in Anatolia and its close geography kept with great diligence. According 
to these records, he was interested in Anatolia and its close geography just like the Assyrian kings 
preceding him, and often organized expeditions to this geography. According to an expedition 
record belonging to the first year of his throne, he reached close to the Amanos mountains and a 
monument was built on the Lallar Mountain. (ARAB I: 201). From his first year on the throne, 
the third Shalmanesser III had the records about the expeditions that he embarked in Anatolia and 
its close geography kept with great diligence. According to these records, he was interested in 
Anatolia and its close geography just like the Assyrian kings preceding him, and often organized 
expeditions to this geography. According to an expedition record belonging to the first year of his 
throne, he reached close to the Amanos mountains and a monument was built on the Lallar Moun-
tain. It is thought that Uzunoğlantepe (Ferhatlı) rock relief (Taşyürek 1975: 170), located to the 
east of today's Adana-Kozan road, can be dated to the Shalmanesser III period (Ünal 2006: 67-
102). Likewise, it is thought that a victory monument near Zincirli may have been built for the 
Shalmanesser III in a nearby region, on the edge of the Amanos Mountains (Yamada 2000: 95). 

 The victory monuments of the Shalmanesser III were mostly seen along the Euphrates and 
Tigris Rivers, as recorded in his yearbooks. Birkleyn Relief is thought of as an example of rock 
reliefs of this king (Schachner 2009). 

The Shalmanesser III, like his father the second Assurnasirpal, had a monolith built in Kurkh 
(Diyarbakir) region. The Shalmanesser III stated in his yearbooks that he had the Kurkh Monolith 
inscribed in about 853 BC. The area where Monolith stood, Ta'idu / Tidu, was defined as the 
Üçtepe region between Tuşhan and Sinamu on the edge of Upper Tigris River. Kurkh Monoliti, 
located in Üçtepe, provides information about the countries and the kings who were in contact. 
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Monolith describes the war between the Bīt-Adini and the Karkamis states, and it marks the po-
litical changes that took place as a result of this war. Towards the end of the monolith, the Shal-
maneser's struggles against the alliance which was formed against him and included the king of 
Damascus Adad-idri, the king of Hamat Irhulini and the king of Israel Akhab were described. 
Both sides suffered heavy losses in this battle which is known as the War of Qarqar (north of 
Damascus) in the literature ( Smith 1938; Szuchman 2007). 

  

 
Shalmanesser III- Kurkh Monilith (British Museum) 

The following lines are examples of recordings that will provide recognition of the Anatolian 
kingdoms and rulers in the Kurkh monolith and provide information about the Anatolian political 
profile:  

KING COUNTRY 

Sangara Karkamıš (mSa-an-ga-ra URU Gar-ga-miš-a-a) 

Kundašpu Kummuh (mKu-un-da-áš-pi URU Ku-mu-ha-a-a) 

Arame Bīt-Agusi (mA-ra-me DUMU A-gu-si) 

Lalla Melid   mLa-li URU Me-li-da-a-a) 

Hayani(Hayya) Bit-Gabbari (Sam’al) ( mHa-ia-ni DUMU Ga-ba-ri) 

Qalparunda Patına (Unqi) (mQàl-pa-ru-da KUR Pa-ti-na-a) 

Qalparunda Gurgum (mQàl-pa-ru-da KUR Gúr-gu-ma-a-a) 
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  The Kenk Boğazı/ Kenk Gorge rock relief is another inscribed victory monument of the Shal-
manesser III, which was reached from a region close to the north east of modern Gaziantep prov-
ince. This rock relief, dated between 857-856 BC, had an important place in shedding light on the 
third Shalmanesser's campaigns throughout the Euphrates. The Shalmanesser III also mentioned 
the rebellion of King Ahuni of the Bīt-Adini kingdom in Kenk Gorge and how he forced this king 
to submit.  

This rock relief not only mentions the lands and the achievements of Shalmanesser, but also 
today's Eastern Anatolia (Turkey) geography was defined as Nairi and Urartu regions (Taşyürek 
1979). The corresponding lines of the record contain the following statements:  

3) MAN KAL MAN ŠÚ MAN KUR Aš-šur-ma ka-šid TA tam-di ša KUR.KUR na-[‘i]-ri 4) a-
di tam-di ša šùl-mu dšam-ši KUR en-zi   5) KUR su-uh-me KUR da-ia  e-ni KUR ú-ra-ar-ṭu 6) 
URU mu-ṣa-ṣi-ru … “3-6) Mighty King, King of the Universe, King of the land of Aššur; Con-
queror from the Sea of the Na’iri-lands as far as The Sea of the Sunset, the land of Enzi, the land 
of Suhme, the land of Daiaeni, the land of Urartu, the city of Muṣaṣir…” 

Kenk 
Gorge (III. Shalmanesser Rock Relief) 

 
4. Adad-Nerari III (810-783 BC) 

The Assyrian sovereignty throughout the Mediterranean also continued in the Adar-Nerari III 
period. The most important indicator of this is the stela, which is known in the literature as Anti-
och stela and was built in honor of the Adad-nerari III (Donbaz 1990: 5-7). This stela was ap-
proved by Šamšī-ilu, an administrative chief on behalf of the king. The Stel, in a traditional form, 
begins with the words "Adad-Nerari III is the great king, the mighty king, the king of the four 
worlds" (Galil 1992:58-59.) The Stela is about the border dispute between the Hamat region under 
King Zakur's control and Nahlasi region under King Ataršumki's control. When the stela is ex-
amined, it can be seen that an agreement was reached based on the principle of using Asi River 
jointly. This limit is indicated in the relevant lines of the stela as: 

4) [ta]-hu-mu šá ina bir-ti za-ku-ri KUR ha-ma-ta-a-a  5) [(u ina) bir]-ti a-tar-šúm-ki A mad-
ramu  m10-ÉRIN.TÁH  MAN KUR AŠ mšamši-DINGIR LÚ tar-ta-nu 6) [iš-ku]-nu-ni URU na-
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ah-la-si a-di A.ŠÀ.MEŠ-šú GIŠ.KIRI6.MEŠ-šú 7) ÍD ar-am-tú in abi-ri-šú-nu 8) [ú-šam]-ši-lu-ma 
i-zu-zu mi-ṣir … “4-8) The boundary which Adad-nērārī, king of the universe, king of Assyria, 
(and) Šamšī-ilu, the commender in chief, established between Zakur of the land of  Hamath and 
Ataršumki, son of Adramu: the town of Nahlasi with all its fields, gardens, [and] settlements is 
(the property) of Ataršumki. They divided the Orontes River between them. This is the border…” 

The last lines of the stela were inscribed to protect the stela: "The great gods of Assur, Aššur, 
Adad and Ber, Sin who has a temple in Harran, will not hear the prayers of those who make 
alterations on this stela." 

 

 
Antakya Stela 

Another important inscribed stela dated to the third Adad-Nirari period is referred to as Pa-
zarcık Stela in the literature (Donbaz 1990: 9). This stela, which can be reached from near modern 
Kahramanmaras, recorded the name of the third Adad-Nirari's mother (Šammu-ramat) and the 
kings who formed a coalition against him. Related lines of the stela recorded the followings: 

7) …. ina u4-me muš-pi-lu-lu-me 8) MAN URU ku-mu-ha-a-a a-na  m10-ÉRIN.TÁH  MAN KUR 
aš-šur 9) sa-am-mu-ra-mat MUNUS.É.GAL 10) ÍD pu-rat-tú ú-še-bi-ru-u-ni 11) a-tar-šúm-ki A ad-
ra-a-me URU ár-pa-da-a-a 12) a-di 8 MAN.MEŠ-ni šá KI-šú ina URU pa-qi-ra-hu-bu-na … 16) 
ta-hu-mu šú-a-tú ina bir-ti muš-pi-lu-lu-me 17) MAN URU ku-mu-ha-a-a ina bir-ti mqa-al-pa-ru-
da(?) 18) A pa-la-lam MAN URU gúr-gu-ma-a-a ú-še-lu-ni … “7-12) When Ušpilulume, king of 
the people of Kummuh, caused Adad-nērārī , king of Assyria, (and) Sammu-rāmat, the place-
woman, to cross the Euphrates; I fought a pitched battle with them-with Ataršumki, son of 
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Adramu, of the city of Arpad(da), together with eight kings who were with him at the city Paqira-
hubuna … 16-18) In this (same) year this boundary stone was set up between Ušpilulume, king of 
the people Kummuh, and Qalparuda, son of Palalam, king of the people of Gurgum…”  

 
Pazarcık Stela 

Ergani / Gisgis Relief of the Tiglat-Pileser III (745-727 BC) era (Köroğlu-Yumruk 2014: 2-
7), Karabur Relief of unknown history (Taşyürek 1975: 176), Karkamish and Zincirli Stelas 
(Borger 1956-Yıldırım 2010: 122) of the Sargon II (722-705 BC)  and Assarhaddon (681-669 
BC)  periods can be shown as the examples of uninscribed stelas and reliefs in Anatolia. 

5. Conclusion 

Seizing the rich raw material resources of Anatolia and gaining the superiority in the Mediter-
ranean trade in this way has been one of the main reasons for the expeditions of the Assyrian 
kings. When the yearbooks of the Assyrian kings were examined, the aim to cross the Amanos 
Mountains and keep the small kingdoms of northern Syria under control is first observed. The 
existence of small kingdoms that do not pose danger in this geographical area ensured the main 
target of Assyria to be the Eastern Mediterranean coasts (Levantine), and therefore the sole con-
troller of sea trade. The Anatolian and Eastern Mediterranean coasts, which are reached by fol-
lowing the rivers in general, especially the Euphrates and Asi Rivers, carried victory traces of the 
Assyrian kings. These traces can be found sometimes in inscribed or uninscribed stelas and some-
times in rock reliefs. These have been regarded as primary sources to shed light on the history of 
Anatolia and eastern Mediterranean of the first millennium, as well as being regarded as the most 
important indicators of the western expansionist policy that Assur had followed. 
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